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the library includes an extensive range of ethnic
instruments and loop content. there are about 80
instruments, with a wide variety of musical styles,
from traditional instruments from around the world to
contemporary music. we do know that the last few
ethno world editions did not become a hit with the
community. ethno world 5 is a little bit more complex
than previous editions, but it also still contains the
same amount of the best samples from the entire
ethno soundbank. the sound engine offers more than
600 different samples. it gives you everything from
ethnic strings to ethnic percussion, from ethnic wind
instruments to ethnic vocals. all this is neatly
organized in different categories. they can be freely
mixed and edited in the wav and aiff format. the hui
sound engine is an accurate and dynamic one, which
makes playing through wav files a pleasant
experience. this genre is characterized by a deep and
expressive character, which is generally seen in music
from the african and asian regions. it has its own
distinctive sound and is used in a wide range of styles,
from world music to jazz and funk. it is also found in
american music genres, such as hip hop and r&b. it is
not a coincidence that this genre is often used in film
music. ethno world 6 is an excellent tool for all those
involved in film and video production, and with a few
tweaks, it can be used in a variety of genres. ethno
world 6 arrives with three new categories: ethnic
chamber choir, ethnic strings and ethnic wind. apart
from that, there are also 15 new folders (199 patches)
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in the main categories. it also contains the main
categories like strings, wind, percussion, vocals, choir
and more. there are in total more than 800 patches in
this new edition. the same amount of instrument
samples as in the previous editions. they are
excellently designed and a must-have for all producers
involved in the film and music production. this library
is ideal for film music and game music genres and can
be used in many different styles of music. ethno world
6 delivers a lot of diversity and is a very versatile tool.
the sound engine includes a high-quality convolution
reverb for all instruments. with the legato mode, solo
instruments offer a high-quality legato mode. the
microtuning gives you the possibility to use multiple
ethnical tunings and scales. it also contains a multi-
pedal mode that provides great possibilities to play
live.
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you're not likely to find many libraries that offer so
much variety and flexibility, while at the same time

sounding so natural, realistic and organic. i won't say i
have fallen completely in love with the library since i
haven't heard everything, but everything sounds so

good that i won't get a chance to. i hope i will not find
myself alone when i will have to use all those

instruments in the future. all in all i was more than
thrilled with the new release and, i have to admit, i

had a song idea just with one of the instruments and
i'd have included this track in the next audio video. me
and ethno world 6 are a match made in heaven. ethno
world 6 is definitely a one-drop-in-your-sweet-music-
drum-instrument-souvenir. i can really recommend it.
for further flexibility, the new ethno world 6 complete

supports also the native vst plug-in interfaces. the new
version 0.2 also features several new functions: the

two new systems «eq-tune» and «note-tune» allow to
instantly edit the different tuning, such as the pitch or
the basic temperament, and to quickly apply it to the
corresponding instrument. each instrument can now
be used with different sounding modes. each audio

track can be enhanced by lfos, which can be controlled
by the sequencer as well as the automation. up to 16

continuous or step lfos can be applied to each
instrument and each track. the new system «chord-
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tune» makes it easy to modulate tracks, channels and
instruments to the played chords. a wide range of

additional features have been added to ethno world 6
complete to improve your workflow as well as the
workflow in general. one of the new features is the
possibility to import/export all patches, instrument

presets, lfos, efx presets, track patterns and more to
and from other vst instruments or from the vst format.
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